ELEMENTS

™

Waterproof Enclosures

With an IP
rating of 56,
The Great
Outdoors
Never
Sounded
Better!

ELEMENTS C Series OVERALL
™

T

he American-made, incredibly durable, reliable and versatile
Elements™ weatherproof enclosures are a combination of innovative
cabinet construction and proven, weatherized components designed
for direct contact with the elements in the most demanding climates.
Gone are the days of hanging so-called enclosures outside only to
replace the speaker in a year or two.

conditions and resists contamination, yet has the resonant properties
of wood. This light and durable material ensures unmatched sonic
performance while providing reliable service year after year. The
stainless steel grills of the Elements C series enclosures feature a barrier
membrane that repels water yet allows moisture to escape without
affecting the sonic performance of the loudspeaker.

The Elements™ C series of composite enclosures are constructed from
an advanced composite material that is dimensionally stable in wet

The IP56 rated Elements C series speakers are available in three twoway, full range configurations and as a flyable subwoofer. The Elements

ALL PEAVEY PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY.
ALL WEATHER DESIGN TO RESIST THE ELEMENTS.
Composite
Fiber Panels:
Advanced technology
composite fiber
panels consist of a
fiberglass-resin sheet
skin on both sides,
with a foamed resin
core. Absolutely will
not rot or degrade
with time or exposure
to weather.

Black Hammerhead™
Poly-urea Finish: Essentially
similar to a high grade of truck-bed
liner, further seals the waterproof
composite cabinet panels from the
environment.

70V
Transformer
Option Bay:
included with
waterproof connectors
to easily yet safely
wire a transformer
into the crossover
path.
Conformal Coated Crossover: The crossover
assembly is conformal coated, that is, all the components
and the PCB they are mounted to are coated with a layer
of plastic coating, to insulate them from moisture. The
connections to the speakers and to an optional 70V
transformer use waterproof automotive grade connectors.

Water-Resistant Black
Widow® Woofer: 1,000
watt program rating woofer
with cone and dust cap are
absolutely water repellent, and
can withstand direct contact with
water for long periods of time.

Triple-layer
Performance: Stainless
Steel moisture-repellent grille,
with reticulated foam, and a
third layer of hydro-phobic
(water-repellant) cloth.

Weather-Sealed
Input Cup
Cover With
Gland Nut For
Speaker Cable
Entry: Gland
nut entry into the
water-sealed input
cup plate assures no
water will leak where
the speaker cable
comes in.

SYSTEM WEATHERIZATION RATING OF: IP56
115C and Elements 112C feature 15” and 12” weatherproof Black
Widow® woofers and an RX™22 2” titanium diaphragm compression
driver tweeter coupled to a Quadratic-Throat Waveguide® rotatable
horn.
The Elements 212C SUB is a flyable subwoofer enclosure featuring a pair
of 12” weatherproof woofers.

Rotatable Horns: The Elements 115C and Elements 112C can each be ordered with either a
60° X 40° or a 105° X 60° rotatable horn. The Elements 108C combines a 75° X 75° horn with an 8”
weatherproof woofer in a compact and durable enclosure.

The Elements™ Pole Mounting System: A simple and straightforward pole mounting
solution for the Peavey® Elements Series speaker. With its customizable angle adjustment, the
Elements Pole Mounting System can support installations in a wide range of locations.

108 C
112 C
115 C

212 C SUB
WWW.PEAVEY.COM

possible. Typically, the press box is located
on the home side of the field and offers a
convenient location for near-field speaker
mounting while the far-field bleachers are
covered by light-pole mounted speakers
near the sidelines and aimed across the
gridiron.

steel via aircraft cable. With its point-source
orientation in the center of the gym, the
speaker system generates energy from a
single location, thus avoiding the pitfalls
of multiple sources spread throughout the
space.

Two Crest ProLite 3.0DSP power amplifiers
Unfortunately, this common scenario carries
with digital processing handle both the
an unwanted acoustic side effect since the
crossover and power duties for the system
sound originates in different planes, resulting while a Peavey PV10BT mixer with Bluetooth
in a loss of intelligibility for the fans. To
corrals the inputs and outputs. All the
resolve this issue, Tom decided to mount
electronic components are housed in a
both the home and guest speakers on the
custom rack.
same poles on the near side of the field. With The combination of the large-format drivers
four Elements 115C speakers attached to
and horns in the QW2F mains with the
two light-poles in line with one another, he
18” woofers in the SP118s deliver concertdirected two cabinets to the home side and
level sound reinforcement for pep rallies,
two toward the guest bleachers. Thanks to
basketball
games and
musical
™
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twoevents
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the enclosed
press box,
the
electronics
bleachers
cover
the
entire
ball
field.
Thanks
to
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innovative
work
of
Tom
were mounted in a rack away from the
Stuckman utilizing reliable Peavey
weather.
By Kent Morriscomponents, Lamar School now has
Mixing duties are handled by a Peavey
sound systems to match the quality of the
construction materials used in the cabinetry.
mar School in Meridian,
Mississippi,
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mixer feeding into
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education
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everers advanced education to students
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to theproved
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every
day.
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75and
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Tom
installed
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60 degrees horizontal by 40 degrees vertical
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making the systems easy to use for the
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New Lamar School Sound Systems Powered by Peavey

owned. The USA-built Elements 115Cs
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Elements 112: 105x60:
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Horns are rotatable, coverage pattern can be
reduced weight, thanks to innovativeHorns are rotatable, coverage pattern can be

the room, he added a Digitool MX16 digital
processor as a voltage controlled system
1x8 in. woofer, vented; Heavy-duty aluminum
mixer for each application
its
conein
withaddition
synthetic rubberto
sound
High standard
Frequency Section:duties as an LMS
1 x 0.875
in. Exit/50.8mm Voice Coil
(Loudspeaker
Compression Driver on Quadratic Throat
Management System). AWaveguide
custom panel with
RX22 onfor
a 75 the
deg. x 75
deg. Quadratic
simple mute toggle switches
PVM18S
Throat Waveguide
lectern mic, dual PVM480 overhead mics and
Boxing
Tuningsources
Frequency: complete the
60 Hzstraightforward
front
Electroacoustic
Crossover Point:
2.0 kHz at 12 dB/octave
arrangement.
Transducer Complement:
Low Frequency Section:

™

™

™

NA

swapped horizontal for vertical

swapped horizontal for vertical

NA

1x12 in. woofer, vented; 1208-8 SPS WR
Water-Resistant Black Widow® Woofer

1x15 in. woofer, vented; 1508-8 SPS WP
Water-Resistant Black Widow® Woofer

2x12 in. woofer, vented; 1208-8 SPS WR
Water-Resistant Black Widow® Woofer

1 x 0.875 in. Exit/50.8mm Voice Coil
Compression Driver on Quadratic Throat™
Waveguide, RX22

1 x 0.875 in. Exit/50.8mm Voice Coil
Compression Driver on Quadratic Throat™
Waveguide, RX22

NA

RX22™ on a 60 deg. x 40 deg. waveguide for
the Elements™ 112C 60X40, and a 105 deg. X
60 deg. waveguide for the Elements™ 112C 105X60

RX22™ on a 60 deg. x 40 deg. waveguide for
the Elements™ 115C 60X40, and a 105 deg. X
60 deg. waveguide for the Elements™ 115C 105X60

NA

50 Hz

45 Hz

59 Hz

Elements™ 112C 60X40: Low Frequency
- High Frequency: 1.8 kHz at 24dB/octave

Elements™ 115C 60X40: Low Frequency
- High Frequency: 1.7 kHz at 24dB/octave

NA

Elements 112C 105X60: Low Frequency
Elements 115C 105X60: Low Frequency
NA
With its typical harsh acoustics, the
- High Frequency: 1.9 kHz at 24dB/octave
- High Frequency: 1.8 kHz at 24dB/octave
gymnasium
proved
to
be
the
most
Impedance (Z):
Nominal: 8.0 ohms
Nominal: 8.0 ohms
Nominal: 8.0 ohms
NA
Minimum:
6.3 ohms
Minimum: 5.8 ohms
Minimum: 5.8 ohms
NA
challenging portion of the
upgrades.
To
Recommended High pass (Infrasonic) Filter:
45 Hz, LR 24 dB/oct. type
45 Hz, LR 24 dB/oct. type
42 Hz, LR 24 dB/oct. type
45 Hz, LR 24 dB/oct. type
mitigate the inherent room
issues, Tom
NOTE: to safely achieve maximum rated SPL output, audio signal must be filtered for extreme low frequency content. All high SPL vented cabinets should have this signal protection.
considered arraying several small speakers
Input Connections:
2 x Neutrik Speakon NL4MD & 1 x 4-position barrier strip
along each line of bleachers, but settled
Enclosure Materials & Finish:
1/2” thick advanced technology composite fiber panels, finished in black Hammerhead polyurea with lightly textured finish
instead
on a single central
supported
Mounting
Provisions:
(12)cluster
3/8” -16 Threaded
Mounting Suspension Points (2 each top & 3 each bottom and 2 each sides & Points (3 each top & bottom and 2 each sides & one bottom rear). Rubber washers are provided
one bottom rear). Rubber washers are provided for use with 3/8” eyebolts, to assure a weather for use with 3/8” eyebolts, to assure a weather tight seal.
by a custom octagonal 2”angle-iron
grid with
Three sets of 4) 1/4 X20 SS inserts, the sets are located on the top, rear and bottom for use with the Peavey Versamount 35 and the Peavey Elements Pole Mount bracket
four (HPeavey
flown
Dimensions
x W x D): QW2F mainsFront:
17.32 inhorn
x 13.94 indown
x 10.94 in.
Front: 27.38 in x 15.00 in x 16.38 in.
Front: 30.69 in x 18.00 in x 17.50 in.
29.44 in x 14.07 in x 16.35 in.
™

™

®

®

™

®

Equipment list:
Elements™ 108C

440mm x 354mm x 278mm
Rear: 17.32 in x 8.75 in x 10.94 in
440mm
Gym:x 222mm x 278mm

695mm x 381mm x 416mm
Rear: 27.38 in x 12.38 in x 16.38 in.
695mm xField:
381mm x 416mm

™

780mm x 457mm x 445mm
Rear: 30.69 in x 15.13 in x 17.50 in.
780mm x 384mm
x 445mm
Scoreboard:

™

748mm x 357mm x 415mm

Cafetorium:
(4) QW®2F ($1,499.99 MAP)
(4) Element™ 115C ($1,599.99 MAP)
(2) Element™ 115C ($1,599.99 MAP)
(3) SSE™12W ($529.99 MAP)
(2) SP®118 Sub ($599.99 MAP)
(2) ProLite® 5.0 ($679.00 MAP)
(1) IPR™ 2000 ($399.99 MAP)
(2) ProLite® 3.0 DSP ($678.00 MAP)
(1) PV®10BT ($299.99 MAP)
(1) Digitool® MX16 ($1,700 MAP)
The enclosure shall be constructed of 1/2” thick weather-resistant advanced
of perforated stainless steel outer layer, a hydrophobic cloth middle layer, and a
(1) PV®10BT ($299.99 MAP)
(1) PV®10BT ($299.99 MAP)
technology composite fiber panels, and finished in a textured hard-shell of black
reticulated foam inner layer, so as to provide excellent moisture protection to the

The loudspeaker system shall have an operating bandwidth of 64 Hz - 18 kHz. The
polyurea coating. The outside dimensions shall be 27.38 inches high by 15.00
drivers.
nominal system output level shall be 91 dB when measured at a distance of one
inches wide by 16.38 inches deep. The full-length grille shall have a triple-layer
The woofer shall be of a weather-resistant construction and materials, able to
meter with an input of one watt, when crossed over electronically. The nominal
construction, consisting of perforated stainless steel outer layer, a hydrophobic
withstand direct exposure to moisture for long periods of time.
impedance of the Elements 108C shall be 8 ohms. The maximum continuous
cloth middle layer, and a reticulated foam inner layer, so as to provide excellent
power handling of the system shall be 200 watts, maximum program power
of 400
The nominal radiation geometry shall be 60 degrees in the horizontal plane,
Features
and protection
specifications
moisture
to the drivers.are subject to change without notice.
watts and a peak power input of at least 800 watts all with a minimum amplifier
and 40 degrees in the vertical plane. The horn shall be rotatable in 90 degree
Electronics Corporation • 5022 Hartley Peavey
Drive
• MS • 39305
(601)
483-5365
• FAXincrements
(601) 486-1278
• www.peavey.com • ©2017
The woofer
shall •beMeridian
of a weather-resistant
construction
and materials,
able to
headroom of 3Peavey
dB.
so that the broad portion of the horn pattern can be changed to the
withstand direct exposure to moisture for long periods of time.
other orientation.
There shall be an externally accessible high frequency level adjust, selecting for
The nominal radiation geometry shall be 60 degrees in the horizontal plane,
an EQ position of Outdoor, or Indoor EQ, with the Indoor EQ at 2 dB less high
The input connections shall consist of a corrosion-resistant screw terminal barrier
and 40 degrees in the vertical plane. The horn shall be rotatable in 90 degree
frequency output than the Outdoor position.

